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Abstract: Music performance assessment is a highly subjective task often relying on experts to
gauge both the technical and aesthetic aspects of the performance from the audio signal. This article
explores the task of building computational models for music performance assessment, i.e., analyzing
an audio recording of a performance and rating it along several criteria such as musicality, note
accuracy, etc. Much of the earlier work in this area has been centered around using hand-crafted
features intended to capture relevant aspects of a performance. However, such features are based on
our limited understanding of music perception and may not be optimal. In this article, we propose
using Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) for the task and compare their performance against a baseline
model using standard and hand-crafted features. We show that, using input representations at
different levels of abstraction, DNNs can outperform the baseline models across all assessment
criteria. In addition, we use model analysis techniques to further explain the model predictions in an
attempt to gain useful insights into the assessment process. The results demonstrate the potential of
using supervised feature learning techniques to better characterize music performances.
Keywords: music performance assessment; deep learning; deep neural networks; DNN; music
information retrieval; MIR; music informatics; music education; music learning

1. Introduction
Music is essentially a performing art. Western classical music in particular often requires musicians
to perform an acoustic rendition of a written piece of music, referred to as a musical score. While the
score provides essential information regarding the sequence of notes and the overall rhythm, several
finer details of the performance such as dynamics and timing are often left for the performer to decide.
During a musical performance, the performer has to understand the musical notation, incorporate
these finer details into their thoughts, and convert these thoughts into complex and precise motor
movements. This makes music performance amongst the most skill-intensive actions performed by
human beings [1] spanning all the three domains of learning [2], i.e., cognitive (e.g., the knowledge of
music theory and understanding of musical symbols), psychomotor (e.g., ability to move specific body
parts in a coordinated way) and affective (e.g., feel and express the emotions through performance).
Learning to perform music is, therefore, a complex and time-consuming task at the core of
music education. The average music student requires regular attention and feedback from a trained
teacher to improve their performance skills in a holistic manner. The teacher is expected to provide a
consistent and reliable assessment of multiple facets of a performance. These facets include, for example,
pitch and rhythmic accuracy or general expressiveness. The ill-defined and subjective nature of these
criteria result in high variance of such assessments amongst music educators [3,4]. In spite of these
potential issues, subjective performance assessment is ubiquitous in music education: selection in
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ensembles/bands is determined through competitive auditions and progress is monitored through
recitals. Hence, improving the reliability and consistency of music performance assessments can play
a critical role in the music learning process. The focus of this article lies in developing data-driven
computational models capable of understanding music performances so as to assess them along several
criteria (see Figure 1). The key motivation is to provide reliable and reproducible feedback to students
by introducing an element of objectivity to the process. A better understanding of both the objective
parameters characterizing music performances and the main factors contributing to their assessment
can also give us new insights into the production and perception of musical performance.

Student performs
a piece of music

Audio signal of the
performance

Analysed and assessed
using computational models

Figure 1. Towards automatic music performance assessment systems.

The last two decades have seen significant progress and improvement in the field of music
information retrieval (MIR) [5], which focuses on algorithms and methods for the analysis and
extraction of information from music signals. Examples of typical MIR tasks are fundamental
pitch detection [6,7], music transcription [8,9] and source separation [10]. Approaches to solve
these tasks can be seen as critical building blocks for systems analyzing and assessing music
performances [11–20]. There exist commercial systems for performance assessment such as
Yousician [21] and SmartMusic [22], which provide students with visual feedback during their
individual practice sessions. However, the assessments are either simplistic (note correct/incorrect),
cover only a small aspect of the performance, or are opaque with respect to their computation and
meaning.
Previous research on objective music performance assessment, utilizing traditional low-level audio
features such as Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) or hand-crafted features characterizing
pitch and rhythm could only show limited success [11,14,18,19]: while the models did capture some
aspects of the performance, they were unable to achieve high accuracy results. Recently, it has been
hypothesized that this “sub-optimal” performance could stem from the limitation of hand-designed
features and that feature learning might allow for capturing relevant information not represented in
the hand-crafted feature sets [23].
The goal of this article is to investigate whether we can learn more about music performance and its
assessment by utilizing deep neural networks (DNNs) to learn better feature representations. DNNs are
a class of feature learning methods that can serve as powerful function approximators capable of
modeling complex nonlinear relationships [24]. DNN-based methods are currently representing the
state-of-the-art in multiple MIR tasks including music classification [25], source separation [26,27],
and multi-pitch tracking [28]. In this article, we propose DNN based regression models to assess
music performances of pitched wind instruments along different subjective criteria. To the best of the
authors’ knowledge, this has not been explored before. We experiment with data representations at
different levels of abstraction and study their ability to encode information to characterize specific
aspects of a music performance. The proposed models outperform previously used methods across all
assessment criteria. We further demonstrate the effectiveness of the features learned and explain the
model predictions using model analysis tools such as filter distance measures and saliency maps.
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The rest of this article is structured as follows: Section 2 presents a survey of the relevant
work in music performance analysis and assessment. The following Section 3 outlines the problem,
proposed method and model architectures in detail, followed by our experimental design and methods.
Results are presented in Section 4 followed by a discussion based on model analysis in Section 5. Lastly,
Section 6 summarizes our findings, explores possible avenues for future work, and concludes the article.
2. Related Work
Music is more than the written score. While the score may capture the composer’s intent and
provides a “blueprint for a performance” [29], only an acoustic rendition by a performer interpreting
the score can allow for a complete perception of music. Different performances of the same score can
be drastically different. This is primarily because the performer has to interpret, modify, or enhance
the available score information and devise a strategy to convey the score to the listener by means
of choosing and varying, for example, tempo and timing, dynamics, intonation and ornamentation,
and tone quality. This leads to a unique and “expressive” music performance [29]. Music performance
analysis (MPA) is a research area aimed at measuring, understanding, and modeling the impact of such
expressive alterations on the human listener [30]. While most of the early research in MPA centered
around analyzing symbolic data extracted from piano rolls or musical instrument digital interface
(MIDI) devices (compare, e.g., [31,32]), attention has recently shifted to the analysis of audio signals
(compare, e.g., [30,33]).
The idea of utilizing technology to assist music (performance) education is not new. Seashore
pointed out the value of scientific observation of music performances for improving learning as early
as the 1930s [34]. One of the earliest works exploring the potential of computer-assisted techniques in
the music classroom was carried out by Allvin [35]. Although Allvin’s work was focused on using
technology for providing individualized instruction and developing aural and visual aids to facilitate
learning, it also highlighted the potential of using MIR techniques such as pitch detection to perform
error analysis in a musical performance and provide constructive feedback to the learners.
The majority of the attempts at creating automatic music assessment systems so far have relied
on extracting standard and hand-crafted features from the audio signal and then feeding them to
a classifier to characterize the quality of the performance. Knight et al., for example, used a set of
standard audio features and a support vector machine (SVM) classifier to categorize tonal quality of
trumpet performances into “good” or “bad” labels [12]. Nakano et al., on the other hand, identified
pitch interval accuracy and vibrato as important criteria for the evaluation of singing voice and
designed hand-crafted features to quantify them [11]. Romani et al. used expert interviews to identify
metrics for a “good” sound; based on these interviews, they designed custom features to measure
pitch and timbre stability to evaluate the quality of an instrumental performance [15]. Abeßer et al.
characterized the quality of student vocal and instrumental performances using features measuring
the pitch, intonation, and rhythmic accuracy [14]. Luo et al. used a combination of spectral, timbral and
pitch based features to identify common mistakes made by beginner violin players [16]. Li et al. tried
modeling expressiveness in violin performance using their own set of features intended to capture
dynamics, duration, and vibrato [17]. Vidwans et al. proposed using features based on audio-to-score
alignment to compute a distance metric between the performance and the score being performed [19].
These were then combined with other features extracted from pitch, amplitude, and inter-onset
intervals, and were used to build regression models to predict ratings given by expert judges along
several performance criteria such as musicality, note accuracy, rhythmic accuracy and tone quality.
Features based on aligned pitch contours—although in this case to a reference performance—were
also used by Bozkurt et al. to analyze vocal conservatory exam recordings and classify them as “pass”
or “fail” [20].
In spite of the different feature sets used by the above works, the central idea that ties them
together is that they all attempt to leverage the knowledge of experts to design features tuned for a
specific task. While this approach generally works well for simpler tasks, there is a risk of sub-optimal
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performance in problems involving complex relationships between the variables. DNNs, on the
other hand, are capable of learning features from data and show promise in modeling these complex
relationships. Therefore, neural networks and other feature learning methods have rapidly gained
traction within the MIR community [36]. Amongst the different classes of deep neural architectures,
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are probably the most widely used. CNNs are inspired by
biological vision systems and are efficient at learning local feature representations while possessing
useful properties like local invariance and robustness to translation and distortions [37]. Following
their success in image classification tasks (compare, e.g., [38]), CNNs have now been used used in
numerous audio and music based tasks [28,39–42]. Although CNNs are capable of capturing local
features, they lack the ability to learn temporal dependencies, which is critical to modeling sequential
data such as speech, audio or music. Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are another class of neural
networks designed for sequential data [43] and have been used successfully for MIR tasks such as
source separation [10], music transcription [44] and music classification [25].
Although DNNs and other feature learning methods are popular in the field of MIR in general,
their usage in the analysis of music performance has been rather limited [23,45]. A few recent
works have shown the potential of unsupervised feature learning using techniques such as sparse
coding [46,47] and sparse filtering [48] in MPA tasks. Han and Lee used MFCCs and features learned
from sparse filtering to detect common mistakes made by beginner flute players [45]. Wu and Lerch
used sparse coding to learn features for building regression models capable of assessing percussive
music performances [23]. The models showed significant improvement in performance compared
to those using hand-crafted features. Inspired by the success of these unsupervised feature learning
techniques, the motivation of this study is to explore the viability of using supervised feature learning
in the form of DNNs for the assessment of music performance.
3. Material and Methods
In this study, we focus on building DNN based regression models that are capable of predicting
ratings given by expert human judges for performances of pitched wind instruments. We experiment
with two different input representations, which respectively encode a music signal at high and low
levels of abstraction. We also present different DNN architectures targeted at this task. The models are
trained to assess a musical performance along several distinct criteria such as note accuracy, rhythmic
accuracy, etc. The performance of the DNN models are compared against a Support Vector Regression
(SVR) based model trained using standard and hand-crafted features tuned for this task.
3.1. Dataset
The dataset that we use is provided by the Florida Bandmasters’ Association (FBA). This dataset
contains the audio recordings from the Florida all-state auditions for three student categories: (i) Middle
School (7th and 8th grade), (ii) Concert Band (9th and 10th grade), and (iii) Symphonic Band (11th and
12th grade) for three consecutive years (2013–2015). The auditions cover various wind and percussive
instruments. Each student is required to perform several exercises, which are rated by expert judges
along several assessment criteria. The scores performed vary between instruments, years and also
between different student categories. All ratings are normalized to a range between 0 to 1. However,
the number of judges and the grading rubrics are not available.
For this study, performances of three pitched wind instruments, i.e., Alto Saxophone, Bb Clarinet,
and Flute from the Middle School and Symphonic Band categories are considered. The choice of
instruments is considering that these instruments have the highest number of performance recordings
over the three years. The two student categories are expected to have a greater difference in overall
proficiency levels. The year-wise distribution of the number of students, the average duration of
the performances and the percentage split amongst the instruments is shown in Table 1. The four
assessment criteria used to grade the performances are Musicality (M), Note Accuracy (N), Rhythmic
Accuracy (R), and Tone Quality (T).
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Table 1. Dataset statistics for technical exercise showing the number of performances across years,
average duration of performances and the % split across instruments (a: Alto Saxophone, c: Bb Clarinet,
f: Flute).
Middle School

Symphonic Band

# Students

Avg. Duration (in s)

# Students

Avg. Duration (in s)

2013

447
a: 27% , c: 33%, f: 40%

34.07

462
a: 25% , c: 38%, f: 37%

51.93

2014

498
a: 30% , c: 33%, f: 37%

35.70

527
a: 20% , c: 39%, f: 41%

47.96

2015

465
a: 26% , c: 36%, f: 38%

35.27

561
a: 23% , c: 39%, f: 37%

55.33

Total

1410
a: 28% , c: 34%, f: 38%

35.01

1550
a: 23% , c: 39%, f: 38%

51.74

3.2. System Overview

Weights Training & Hyperparameter
Tuning
Training
Set
PreProcessing

Input
Representation

PreProcessing

Input
Representation

Validation
Set

Testing

Audio
Recordings

Testing Set

DNN
Training

Predicted
Scores

Trained DNN
model

Training & Validation

The proposed system uses a typical machine learning protocol comprised of two phases as shown
in Figure 2: (i) a training and validation phase used to train the model and tune the hyperparameters;
and (ii) a testing phase in which the model is evaluated. The available performance data consist
of the audio recordings and the accompanying assessment ratings, which are used as ground truth.
The data is first divided into three disjoint sets for training, validation, and testing. In the training and
validation phase, the audio recordings of the performances are first passed through a pre-processing
stage converting the raw audio signals into their corresponding input representations. These input
representations are then fed into a DNN model that tries to predict the assessment ratings. The data in
the training set is used to learn the model parameters. The model performance on the validation set
is used to tune the hyperparameters. The testing set data is used to evaluate the model performance
on unseen data following the same steps as above. The individual processing steps are explained in
detail below.

DNN
Testing

Predicted
Scores

Figure 2. Proposed system overview. DNN Deep neural network

3.3. Pre-Processing
In this step, the time-domain audio signals are converted to input data representations, which are
meaningful to a DNN. First, the audio recordings are down-mixed to a single channel, re-sampled
to a sampling rate of 44,100 Hz and normalized to a range of −1 to 1. Next, two different input
representations are computed: (i) Pitch contour (PC) and (ii) Mel spectrogram (MEL).
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3.3.1. Pitch Contour
Pitch contours are “time continuous sequences of fundamental frequency (F0) values” [49].
They are compact representations of the high level melodic content present in pitched musical audio
and are motivated by the human perception of pitch in auditory streams [50]. While pitch and F0 are
distinct physical entities, for the purpose of simplicity, we use them synonymously. Pitch estimation
is considered as an essential pre-processing step in many MIR tasks such as melody extraction [49]
and music transcription [8,9]. Since pitch contours capture frequency deviations, they are capable
of characterizing important expressive aspects of musical performances such as bends, vibrato, etc.,
which make them suitable for use as an input representation for feature learning [51].
To compute the pitch contours from the input audio, the following steps were used (see Figure 3).
First, the F0 estimate in Hz is computed from the audio recordings per block using the pYin F0
tracking algorithm [52]. pYin is a widely used F0 estimation technique for monophonic audio (all
wind instruments considered in this work are monophonic). A block size of 23.2 ms and a hop size
of 5.8 ms is used. The obtained frequency values are then converted to the MIDI domain using the
following equation:


f
m = 69 + 12log2
,
(1)
440 Hz
where f is the F0 value in Hz and the m is the resulting MIDI pitch. This is followed by a normalization
step. Since all the instruments under consideration have a pitch range from note C2 (m = 32) to C8
(m = 104), all MIDI pitches are first subtracted by 32 and then divided by 72. This results in a pitch
contour range from 0 to 1 while minimizing sparsity in the input space to some degree. This is defined
as the PC input representation.

Extract F0 Curve
(pYin Algorithm)

Convert to MIDI

Normalize
(between C2 to C8)

Pitch contour Input
(range: 0 to 1)

Raw Audio

Downsample

(mono, 44100 Hz)

(to 22050 Hz)

Normalize

Extract Mel
spectrogram

Mel spectrogram Input

Figure 3. Flow diagram for computation of input representations. F0: Fundamental frequency, MIDI:
Musical instrument digital interface

3.3.2. Mel Spectrogram
The Mel spectrogram, on the other hand, is a time-frequency representation of an audio signal
with a Mel-scaled frequency resolution intended to capture low level details along several dimensions
such as pitch, amplitude and timbre. The use of Mel spectrograms is motivated by the nonlinear
frequency resolution of the human auditory system [53], and they have been proven as useful input
representations for various MIR tasks such as automatic tagging [25], onset detection [54], and feature
learning [55].
The Mel spectrograms are calculated using Librosa [56] with 96 Mel bands from 0 to 11.025 kHz.
Although this range does not cover the entire range of human hearing, it sufficiently covers the
instruments’ fundamental and harmonic frequencies. The block size and hop size used are 92.8 ms and
46.4 ms, respectively. Decibel scaling is applied to the Mel spectrogram energies. This is defined as the
MEL input representation.
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3.4. Deep Neural Network Architectures
Two different classes of DNN architectures are used. The first architecture, which is a fully
convolutional model (PC-FCN), is used with the PC input representation. The second architecture uses
a combination of convolutional and recurrent layers and is used with the MEL input representation
(M-CRNN). We then propose a third hybrid model (PCM-CRNN) that combines the above in order to
leverage information from both input representations.
3.4.1. Fully Convolutional Pitch Contour Model
General CNNs usually have a fully connected layer at the end that restricts their usage to fixed
sized inputs and makes them unsuitable for direct use with music performance data. Simply replacing
the fully connected layers of a CNN with convolutional layers removes this limitation. The resulting
architecture is referred to as a fully convolutional neural network (FCN). FCNs have been used by the
computer vision community for quite some time [57,58]. However, their recent popularity is the result
of the work done by Long et al., who used FCNs for performing dense pixel-level prediction for image
segmentation tasks [59]. The ability to handle arbitrary length inputs makes FCNs a logical choice for
use with music recordings [41,42].
The architecture details of the model are shown in Figure 4a. There are four convolutional layers,
each of which has three components: (i) a 1D convolution layer, (ii) a 1D batch normalization layer,
and (iii) a rectifier linear unit (ReLU) activation layer. Based on pilot experiments, for the first three
layers, kernel size and stride are set to 7 (approx. 40 ms resolution in time) and 3 respectively. For the
last layer, the kernel size is set to 35 and the stride is taken as 1. The number of features progressively
increases to 16 in the 3rd layer. Batch normalization is used to reduce over-fitting during training [60].
An average pooling layer is connected at the end to output a single assessment score irrespective of
the length of the input PC. The only limitation of this kind of FCN architecture is that it assumes that
there is a minimum length of PC, which, for our case, corresponds to roughly 6 seconds.

k-35, s-1

k-7, s-3

k-7, s-3

k-7, s-3

k-3,7, c-32, p-2,4

k-3,7, c-64, p-3,5
Mel spectrogram
(2D Input)

9 / 10
k-3,7, c-128, p-3,5

(Assessment Score)

c-1

Pitch contour
(1D Input)

9 / 10

c-16

(Assessment Score)

c-8
c-4

1D Convolutional Layer,
k - kernel size, s - stride,
c - number of features

Average Pooling Layer

1D Batch Normalization Layer

ReLU (Rectifier Linear Unit)

2D Convolutional Layer,
k - kernel size, stride = 1
c - number of features

Max Pooling Layer,
p - pooling size

Linear Layer,
input = 200,
output = 1

2D Batch Normalization
Layer

RNN layer with
GRUs

GRU Cell,
hidden size = 200

ELU (Exponential Linear Unit)

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Model architecture diagrams. (a) Fully Convolutional Pitch Contour Model (PC-FCN);
(b) Convolutional Recurrent Model with Mel Spectrogram (M-CRNN).

3.4.2. Convolutional Recurrent Model with Mel Spectrogram
A music performance evolves with time and, hence, it is essential to use architectures that are
capable of learning the temporal dependencies in data. Deep networks combining convolutional
layers with RNNs (referred to as CRNNs) are designed to learn both the temporal and local feature
representations. CRNNs were first successfully proposed for sentiment analysis in documents [61] and,
since then, have been adopted for other tasks like image classification [62], music transcription [44]
and music classification [25].
The M-CRNN uses the MEL input representation and is essentially a CNN with its last layer
replaced with an RNN. Using a simple time-frequency representation as an input as compared to the
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high level PC allows the network to learn features that span across multiple dimensions instead of just
pitch. The architecture details are shown in Figure 4b. The three convolutional layers consist of four
components each: (i) a 2D convolution layer, (ii) a 2D batch normalization layer, (iii) an exponential
linear unit (ELU) activation, and (iv) a 2D max pooling layer. The hyperparameters for each of the
layers are shown in Figure 4b. The RNN layer is comprised of a single gated recurrent unit (GRU)
layer with a hidden state of dimension 200. GRUs are used as they are simpler in implementation but
are equally well-suited to capture long-term dependencies compared to other RNN units such as long
short-term memory (LSTMs) (see [63,64] for empirical studies). The hidden state of the last GRU is
passed to a fully connected linear layer (with an output dimension of 1) followed by a ReLU activation
to obtain the model output.
3.4.3. Hybrid Model Combining Mel-Spectrogram and Pitch Contour Inputs
This model utilizes both the MEL and the PC representations as input. The motivation behind
using this model is to leverage multiple input representations with different levels of abstraction.
The MEL input representation allows the model to observe a lower level representation of a
performance, enabling timbral, harmonic, and temporal features, while the PC input representation is
a reduced high-level representation of the performed melody.
The architecture details are shown in Figure 5. In this hybrid model, the last convolutional layer
of the PC-FCN model is replaced with a single layer RNN with hidden state size of 16. The hidden
states of the last GRU of M-CRNN and the new RNN layer (connected to the modified PC-FCN) are
then combined. Since the hidden size of the RNN layer for the two models is different (200 for the
M-CRNN compared to 16 for the PC-FCN) and we want the model to equally weight both input
representations during the final regression, we apply a fully connected layer after the M-CRNN with
an output dimension of 16. Finally, the two outputs are concatenated to produce a 32-dimensional
vector. This is passed to a fully connected layer (with an output dimension of 1) followed by a ReLU
activation to obtain the hybrid model output.

RNN layer with GRUs
k-7, s-3

k-7, s-3

k-7, s-3

Linear Layer: i-input, o-ouptut

c-16

GRU Cell, h-hidden size
Feature Concatenation
h-16

ReLU (Rectifier Linear Unit)

c-8
Pitch contour
(1D Input)

c-4

PC-FCN

9 / 10

(1st 3 layers)

(Assessment Score)

k-3,7, c-32, p-2,4

i-200, o - 16

i-32, o-1

k-3,7, c-64, p-3,5

Mel spectrogram
(2D Input)

k-3,7, c-128, p-3,5

M-CRNN

Figure 5. Architecture diagram of the Hybrid Model Combining Mel-Spectrogram and Pitch Contour
Inputs (PCM-CRNN).

3.5. Deep Neural Network Training Procedure
The DNN models used are implemented using PyTorch [65]. The code for the model classes,
scripts for training and testing, and the saved models are available online [66]. A batch-wise training
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procedure is adopted for DNN training. The training data is divided into mini-batches and model
parameters are updated based on the overall loss (mean squared error) calculated per batch. All
data-points within a mini-batch are sorted based on their sequence lengths and are appropriately
zero-padded to match the length of the data point with the longest sequence length in that mini-batch.
The Adam optimization algorithm [67] with a learning rate of 10−4 (β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.999 and e = 10−8 )
is used for updating the parameters. Early stopping based on the validation set performance is used to
prevent over-fitting.
For the PC based models, additional data augmentation in the training set is carried out by
splitting the pitch contours into smaller chunks (of length 1000, 1500, 2000, etc.) while retaining the
assessment ratings of the original pitch contour. While it is true that smaller chunks of a musical
performance may not have the same assessment rating as the overall performance, we argue that the
overall rating is an average of the individual ratings of the respective chunks and, hence, retaining
the ratings act as weak labels for the augmented data. Pilot experiments in which the use of this
augmented data improved the model performance on the validation set and reduced over-fitting
further strengthens this argument.
3.6. Experiments
The experiments are designed to gauge the performance of the DNN models at predicting
the ratings given by human judges across the different assessment criteria. Considering the overall
difference in musical proficiency across the two categories of students (Symphonic Band versus Middle
School), which might influence the way the judges assess them, two separate experiments are designed.
The first experiment investigates the performance data of Symphonic Band students from all three of
the years and the three instruments combined. The data are randomly shuffled and split into training,
validation, and testing sets (using a 80%, 10%, and 10% split). The three DNN models are separately
trained for each of the four assessment criteria. The same steps are followed for the second experiment
but with data taken from the Middle School recordings.
The performance of the proposed models is compared against an SVR model trained using
traditional low-level as well as hand-crafted features as proposed by Wu et al. [18]. It is worth noting
that, since the results for their model were obtained using only Middle School Alto Saxophone
performances (a subset of the data considered in our experiments), the results reported here differ.
To summarize, the following models are compared and contrasted in the two experiments:
(i) SVR-BD: SVR model using a feature set that combines both low-level and hand-crafted features.
The low-level features are comprised of standard spectral and temporal features such as MFCCs,
spectral flux, spectral centroid, spectral roll-off, zero-crossing rate, etc. The hand-crafted features,
on the other hand, model note-level features such as note steadiness and amplitude deviations,
as well as performance level features such as average accuracy, percentage of correct notes,
and timing accuracy. The dimensionality of the combined feature set is 92 (68 for low-level, 24 for
hand-crafted).
(ii) PC-FCN: Fully convolutional model with the PC representation as the input.
(iii) M-CRNN: Convolutional recurrent model with the MEL representation as the input.
(iv) PCM-CRNN: Hybrid model that leverages both the PC and MEL input representations.
3.7. Evaluation Metrics
The models are evaluated on the test set using the following standard statistical metrics: the
coefficient of determination (R2 ) and the Pearson correlation coefficient (ρ). While R2 is an estimate of
the goodness of fit of a model and explains how closely predicted values are aligned with the observed
values, ρ is a measure of the linear correlation between two sets of variables (which in this case are the
model predictions and the ground truth). Detailed mathematical formulations of both metrics can be
found in [68].
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4. Results
The performance of the investigated models are shown in Figure 6 (R2 metric) and Table 2
(ρ metric). All of the correlation results are significant with p-values  0.05.
SVR-BD

PCM-CRNN

0.313
0.297
0.32

0.397

0.518
0.531

0.3
0.2

0.1

M-CRNN

0.147
0.214

0.2

0.4

0.371
0.381

0.394
0.357
0.388
0.419

0.421
0.48
0.48
0.414

0.5

R2

0.287

0.389
0.325
0.334

0.522
0.526

R2
0.3

PC-FCN

0.347
0.391

PCM-CRNN

0.425
0.426

M-CRNN

0.6
0.423

0.364

0.5
0.4

PC-FCN

0.347
0.322

SVR-BD
0.6

0.1

Musicality

Note Acc. Rhythmic Acc. Tone Quality

(a) Symphonic Band

Musicality

Note Acc. Rhythmic Acc. Tone Quality

(b) Middle School

Figure 6. Evaluation results showing R2 metric for all assessment criteria. SVR-BD: Baseline Model,
PC-FCN: Fully Convolutional Pitch Contour Model, M-CRNN: Convolutional Recurrent Model with
Mel Spectrogram, PCM-CRNN: Hybrid Model Combining Mel-Spectrogram and Pitch Contour Inputs.

The following observations and inferences can be made from the results:
(i) For both student categories and for all assessment criteria, the SVR model is always outperformed
by at least one of the DNN models. This holds true for both evaluation metrics. This suggests
that deep architectures are able to extract more (musically) meaningful information from the data
than standard and hand-crafted features.
(ii) The best performance is observed for the assessment of Musicality. For both student categories,
the best DNN models show clear superior performance compared to the SVR-BD model. It is
worth noting that, among all the assessment criteria, Musicality is probably the most abstract
and difficult to define. This makes feature engineering for Musicality rather difficult. The better
performance of DNNs at this assessment criterion further indicates the capability of feature
learning methods to model abstract concepts by learning patterns in data. Within the DNN
models, those using RNNs consistently perform better for both student categories (except for
PCM-CRNN for Symphonic Band). This shows the benefits of capturing temporal information
for modeling this assessment criterion.
(iii) The PC-FCN model outperforms the other DNN models in the case of Note Accuracy for the
Symphonic Band. As Symphonic Band students show a generally higher musical proficiency than
Middle School students, one possible reason for this could be that as the proficiency level of the
students increases, the high level melodic information encoded in the pitch contour becomes more
important in the assessment process. It is also worth noting that the musical scores performed by
the Symphonic Band students are considerably more complex than the Middle School students in
terms of note density and distribution across the scales. We discuss this further in Section 5.
(iv) For the Tone Quality criterion, the DNN models show only minor improvement over the baseline
SVR-BD model. This could possibly be explained by the spectral features (MFCCs, etc.), which are
already very efficient at capturing timbral information and, thus, cannot be easily outperformed
by learned features. The relatively poor performance of PC-FCN at this criterion is expected, given
that the pitch contour computation process discards all timbre information; hence, the model
has no relevant information to begin with. However, the performance of the MEL input based
models (M-CRNN and PCM-CRNN) suggests that DNNs are able to learn useful features for this
criteria from the MEL input representation.
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(v) For Middle School, the PCM-CRNN hybrid model performs at par or better than all other models
and across all assessment criteria. This is expected since it observes both high level and low level
representations as input and therefore draws from more data to learn better features. However,
the performance of this model falls below expectation in the first three assessment criteria for
Symphonic Band. This requires further investigation as there is no obvious explanation.
While the performance of the proposed models is significantly better than previously used
methods, it is not robust enough for use in practical applications. Peak R2 ≈ 0.5 shows that the models
are currently able to only explain around 50% of the variance in the data and more work is needed
to improve the performance before they can be deployed in applications, which can be directly used
by students.
Table 2. Evaluation results showing the Pearson Correlation Coefficient ρ for all models and both
student categories (M: Musicality, N: Note Accuracy, R: Rhythm Accuracy, T: Tone Quality, SVR-BD:
Baseline Model, PC-FCN: Fully Convolutional Pitch Contour Model, M-CRNN: Convolutional
Recurrent Model with Mel Spectrogram, PCM-CRNN: Hybrid Model Combining Mel-Spectrogram
and Pitch Contour Inputs)
Symphonic Band

Middle School

Models

M

N

R

T

M

N

R

T

SVR-BD
PC-FCN
M-CRNN
PCM-CRNN

0.612
0.744
0.733
0.689

0.547
0.647
0.582
0.694

0.649
0.743
0.700
0.655

0.628
0.612
0.624
0.649

0.619
0.619
0.723
0.724

0.595
0.561
0.666
0.653

0.418
0.465
0.602
0.630

0.587
0.560
0.573
0.634

5. Model Analysis
In order to better explain the model predictions and explore the feature learning process further,
we take a closer look at the PC-FCN model. We do not use the other larger models because they
have high dimensionality in the feature space, which makes analysis using the tools mentioned below
difficult. The PC-FCN model is suitable for our analysis because of its simpler architecture and smaller
size, which enables easier and interpretable analysis.
The 1st convolutional layer (referred to as conv1) has a 1-dimensional kernel of size 7 and a channel
width of 4. This weight matrix is flattened into a 28 × 1 dimensional vector and is extracted individually
for the trained models for all four assessment criteria and for both student categories. Subsequently,
pair-wise Cosine distance is computed between the eight vectors. The resulting distance matrix is
shown as a plot in Figure 7. An interesting observation from the plot is that, for the Symphonic Band,
conv1 weight vectors for the Musicality, Note Accuracy and Rhythmic Accuracy models (s-M, s-N,
s-R) are very closely aligned (see the top 3 × 3 square in Figure 7), which indicates that even though
these models are trained for different criteria, the features learned by conv1 are similar. In addition,
the effectiveness of these weights is clear: PC-FCN is the best (or close to the best) performing model
(based on the R2 metric) for the three criteria under consideration. However, the same cannot be said
for the Middle School conv1 layers. This hints in favor of our earlier conjecture that the high level
melodic encoding inherent in the PC representation might be more important for assessing students
with higher musical proficiency and while performing more complex scores. Within a particular
student category, the correlation amongst the ground truth ratings for different assessment criteria
tend to indicate the same. For example, for Symphonic Band, the correlation between Musicality and
Note Accuracy is 0.75, whereas, for Middle School, it is 0.60.
A second observation from Figure 7 is that, for Musicality, conv1 layers of both student categories
are closely aligned, which is not the case for the other assessment criteria. This suggests that there is
potential for transfer learning for the Musicality criteria, i.e., a model trained on one set of students can
be used to test another with suitable modifications. To test out this hypothesis, a short cross-category
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experiment is conducted where the PC-FCN models trained on Middle School are tested on Symphonic
Band and vice versa. We obtain an R2 = 0.193 for testing the Middle school model on Symphonic
Band and an R2 = −0.106 the other way around. While these results are not impressive, it is worth
noting that results of this cross category testing for Note Accuracy and Rhythmic Accuracy were far
worse with an average R2 = −0.765. This shows that Musicality as an abstract general concept can be
potentially modeled using data from different student categories.
s-M

s-N

s-R

s-T

m-M

m-N

m-R

m-T
0.4

s-M
0.35

s-N
0.3

s-R
0.25

s-T
0.2

m-M
0.15

m-N
0.1

m-R
0.05

m-T
0

Figure 7. Cosine distance matrix between the weight vectors of the 1st convolutional layer of the Fully
Convolutional Pitch Contourmodel (PC-FCN) for different (s: Symphonic Band, m: Middle School,
M: Musicality, N: Note Accuracy, R: Rhythmic Accuracy, T: Tone Quality). Darker shade indicates
lower distance.

The saliency maps for a few specific input examples are investigated next. Saliency maps
provide a way to visualize which input features affect the prediction of the DNN models to a
greater degree [69,70]. The computation process for saliency maps is fairly straightforward. The model
prediction is first computed via a forward pass through the trained DNN and then the gradient of the
prediction is computed with respect to the input. The input features with high values of gradients are
the ones to which the model prediction is most sensitive. A detailed mathematical formulation can be
found in [70].
In the context of this work, we can use saliency maps to visualize which parts of an input pitch
contour the model prediction is most sensitive to. The following analysis is again based on the PC-FCN
model for the Musicality criterion. The saliency maps are shown in Figure 8. The input pitch contour is
shown in black while the salient parts of the input are shown in red. On the left, there are two specific
examples of Bb Clarinet performances from the 2014 Symphonic Band test set: student H1 who gets a
relatively high Musicality rating (0.6) and student L1 who gets a low rating (0.35). These recordings
are chosen due to their low prediction errors and a considerable difference between the assessment
ratings. The contours themselves do not seem to reveal any obvious patterns; however, one interesting
observation can be made: when compared to the pitch contour of student H1 (with the higher rating),
there is a higher saliency of rests (0 value along the y-axis) in student L1’s pitch contour (with the low
rating). A similar observation is also made for two other students from Middle school (Bb Clarinet,
2013) who have an even higher difference in Musicality ratings. The saliency maps are shown on the
right of Figure 8. This can be explained through the impact of unwarranted repeated breaks during a
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performance that would tend to reduce an assessor’s perceptual rating of Musicality. Moreover, there
might be a correlation between students who make mistakes during the performance and students
with a high number of breaks.

L1: Low Musicality (0.34)

L2: Low Musicality (0.24)

H1: High Musicality (0.67)

H2: High Musicality (0.71)

Figure 8. Saliency maps using PC-FCN model for four performances of Bb Clarinet (the two on the
top are from 2014 Symphonic Band performances, the two on the bottom are from 2013 Middle School
performances). The original pitch contour is shown in black and the salient sections are shown in red.
The y-axis represents the normalized pitch values while the x-axis represents time in terms of blocks.

6. Conclusions
Music performance assessment is a broad research area that deals with understanding, modeling,
and characterizing several aspects of a music performance. This article explores the use of DNNs
for assessing performances of pitched wind instruments for two student categories at different
proficiency levels. Specifically, we train DNN based regression models for the prediction of assessments
given by expert human judges across several subjective assessment criteria. Two different DNN
architectures are proposed for the task: (i) a fully convolutional model using pitch contours as input,
and (ii) a convolutional recurrent model using Mel spectrogram as input. The two proposed input
representations are chosen with the intent to respectively encode high level melodic content and
low level information spanning multiple dimensions. While the melodic information encoded in
pitch contours enables better characterization of Musicality and Note Accuracy, timbral information
in Mel spectrograms aids assessment of Tone Quality. A third hybrid model combining the above
architectures is also proposed, which tries to leverage features learned from both input representations.
The proposed DNN models outperform a baseline model using low-level and hand-designed features
across all four assessment criteria (Musicality, Note Accuracy, Rhythmic Accuracy and Tonality) for
both evaluation metrics (R2 and ρ). This is observed for both student categories. Finally, in order to
explain the model predictions and understand the feature learning process in a better way, model
analysis techniques are used. These techniques help explain the effectiveness of pitch contours as input
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representation for assessing students at a higher proficiency level and show that abstract concepts like
Musicality share features across student categories. To summarize, our key contributions include:
(i) We introduce DNN based architectures for the music performance assessment task. The experimental
results show the overall promise of using supervised feature learning methods for this task and
the shortcomings of traditional approaches in describing music performances.
(ii) We compare and contrast input data representations at different levels of abstraction and show
that information encoded by each is critical for different assessment criteria.
(iii) Compared to the baseline, we are able to show considerable improvement in model performance.
For Musicality, which is arguably the most abstract assessment criterion, we demonstrate clear
superior performance of the DNN models.
(iv) We use model analysis techniques such as filter distance measures and saliency maps to explain
the model predictions and further our understanding of the performance assessment process in
general.
While the results are encouraging, they are not reliable enough for use in practical applications to
provide feedback to students. The following avenues for future work might help improve the system:
(i) Developing better input representations: Constant Q-Transforms have shown good results with other
MIR tasks [28] and are thus a potential candidate for a low level representation. In addition,
augmenting the pitch contours with the amplitude variations or pitch saliency could be a simple
and yet effective way to encode dynamics. Another potential direction could be to switch to a
raw time-domain input representation. While input representations help condense information,
which facilitates feature learning, information that might be otherwise useful is discarded during
their computation process. Examples include the loss of timbral and dynamic information
during the pitch extraction process or the loss of the phase in a magnitude spectrum. Therefore,
learning from raw audio—though challenging—presents opportunities to not only improve the
performance of the models at this task, but also further our understanding of music perception
in general.
(ii) Adding the musical score: Although the human judges have access to the score that the students
are performing, the DNN models do not. It would be of interest to design a model that allows
encoding the score information in the input representation.
(iii) Improving the training data: While we use the concept of weak labels to improve model training by
increasing the amount of data available, other more popular data augmentation methods such as
pitch shifting can be used to potentially increase the models’ robustness. Adding performances
from other instruments to increase the available data is also an option, but requires adequate
care to avoid bias towards a particular class of instruments. Given enough data, an alternative
option would be to train instrument specific models, which can then capture the nuances and
assessment criteria of the individual instruments better.
(iv) Modifying the training methodology: Since the models are trained on one dataset with a limited
number of instruments, they cannot be directly used on other music performance datasets.
However, based on our preliminary cross-category analysis results, transfer learning [71] could
be an option for certain assessment criteria and warrants further investigation.
(v) Investigating alternative model analysis techniques: Along with the techniques used in this article,
other model analysis techniques such as layer-wise relevance propagation [70] can be explored to
further improve our understanding of the feature learning process. Improving the interpretability
of DNNs is an active area of research in the Artificial Intelligence community and more efforts
are needed to build better tools targeting music and general audio-based tasks.
(vi) Combining multiple modalities: A music performance mostly caters to the auditory sense. However,
visual cues such as gestures form a significant component of a music performance, which might
influence the perception of expressiveness [72,73]. Using multi-modal input representations,
which encode both auditory and visual information can provide several interesting possibilities
for future research.
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In this study, we show that DNNs are a promising tool for building computational models that
can enable researchers to explore the area of music performance analysis in new and interesting
ways. While considerable research still needs to be done before we can develop a comprehensive
understanding of various aspects of a musical performance, our ability to interpret the models and to
learn from feature representations will continue to be a critical factor in this endeavor.
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